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Guy runs into live-in boyfriend having a one year anniversary
with another guy. #BetaBucks
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Comments

beastmoderage • 3 points • 9 February, 2015 06:00 PM 

There are plenty of gay relationships that revolve entirely around money. An unattractive older man with little to
offer will often lead with his cash, throwing money at selfish, shallow twink sluts who will suck dick for a
designer bag. It's a situation with two loathsome individuals: He who attempts to buy another person, and the
other person who allows himself to be bought. There's not a shred of self respect or dignity between the two.

Psionx0 • 3 points • 20 January, 2015 02:49 AM 

Man, that's rough.

should_[S] • 0 points • 19 January, 2015 08:44 PM 

After giving my consolations in the comments, I politely advised he be careful about spending money in dating,
especially on what and how much, since someone might stick around just for your money. Downvoted in
comments and called a "relationship-ruiner." (Y)

GC0W30 • 3 points • 20 January, 2015 07:42 AM 

I get that you have recently realized huge gains in happiness from TRP, just like I have, but you need to stop
talking about TRP outside of our community.

By the way, those guys are completely full of shit and dumb as hell. You shouldn't buy a man or woman's
dinner if you're interested in romance, relationships or sex with them.

Maybe we should trust them, and I would LOVE to live in the world where I could, but bottom line not
paying for shit keeps me from being BB and I have few priorities higher than not being BB.

http://www.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/21q39a/dont_try_and_defend_trp_dont_talk_about_trp/

should_[S] • 1 point • 20 January, 2015 07:46 AM 

Yeah. I thought I could get away with mentioning a TRP truth without directly mentioning TRP since
there is talk about TRP truths making the front page when TRP isn't explicitly mentioned, but holy crap, I
had no idea that people had so many defenses against not paying for EVERYTHING for a romantic
partner. Like, wow, how Blue is the world? Scary.

[deleted] • 1 point • 24 January, 2015 11:05 PM 

You shouldn't buy a man or woman's dinner if you're interested in romance, relationships or sex with
them.

1000% agreed. That is reserved only for family that comes to town to visit. Not for future relationships.
In economics, that's called sunk costs, much like the titanic.
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